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►►► Economy 

 
The Japan Times 
►  Composite index suggests economy is improving 
Japan’s key composite index rose in December following a fall the previous 
month, the government said on Friday, suggesting the country’s economy 
may have overcome the negative impact of the 3-percentage-point... 
 
Trading Floor 
►  UK Trade Deficit Widens to All-Time High 
The gulf between the value of goods the U.K. imports and what it exports 
grew to its widest level in at least 26 years, official figures showed Friday.  

►►► Politics 

 
Business Insider 
►  Hollande and Merkel fly to Russia and try not to get duped by Putin 
over Ukraine 
Angela Merkel and Francois Hollande will arrive in Moscow on Friday 
afternoon to try to convince Vladimir Putin to accept a new deal for peace in... 
 
International Business Times 
► GOP Meltdown: Republicans Battle Each Other On Immigration, 
Homeland Security Funding 
This was the fight Republicans wanted. They laid the plans in December: 
Withhold funding for the Department of Homeland Security and then... 

►►► Opinions 

 

Nader Mousavizadeh 
►  Arming Ukraine may put all fo the West in danger 
A dangerous, possibly irreversible, dynamic of conflict is taking hold of 
Russian-Western relations.  
 
James Picerno 
►  Feds Will Raise Interest Rates Eventually, But When?  
Warren Buffett has his doubts, and so do plenty of other analysts. Weak 
economic activity overseas is arguably a factor that could delay the onset of 
US tightening.  

►►► Currencies 

 

FX Street 
►  EUR/USD keeps lows near 1.1360 
Sellers continue to cluster around the single currency following the US 
Non-farm Payrolls, sending EUR/USD to the area of session lows around 
1.1370/60.  
 
WBP Online 
►  USD/JPY: Yen Drops as Non-Farm Payrolls Beat F'Cast 
The Japanese yen descelerated against the US dollar on Friday, in 
reaction to the most influential labor data from the world's number one 
economy, which beat estimates in January.  

►►► Markets 

 

RTT News 
►  Gold Falls To $1250 After Upbeat Jobs Report 
Gold prices fell to the lowest in three weeks Friday morning, as a better-than-
expected U.S. jobs report paved the way for a U.S. interest rate hike by mid-
year.  
 
Market Watch 
►  U.S. stocks futures rise after strong jobs report 
U.S. stock futures moved higher on Friday after the official jobs report came 
in stronger than expected, indicating the labor market momentum is gaining 
steam in the face of weakness in the global economy.  

►►► Top Videos 

 

CNBC 
►  'Tilt in tax code,' says Van Hollen 
Rep. Chris Van Hollen, (D-Md.), provides his take on President Obama's 
budget proposal and a provision that calls for higher taxes on the wealthy 
and corporate America.  
 
Bloomberg 
►  ECB to Allow $70B in Emergency Funding to Greek Banks 
Bloomberg’s Matt Miller reports on today’s top global news stories on “In 
The Loop.”  
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